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BUDGET SCRUTINY PROTOCOL 2009- 10 
 

Introduction Financial scrutiny can add considerable value to how the Council is making crucial 
choices about resource allocation and how well it is using resources to deliver its 
policy objectives.  It also opens up the budget process to the public, enhancing 
transparency and accountability. 
 
The Local Government Act 2000 states that it is the responsibility of the full 
Council, on the recommendation of the Executive, to approve the budget and 
related council tax demand. The Act also makes it clear that the role of scrutiny in 
the financial process is to hold the Executive to account and ensure that decision-
making is efficient, transparent, accountable and in the best interest of the 
community.  
 
The Local Government Act 2003 provides guidance on financial planning and 
budgeting, including the requirement for the council to prepare a Medium term 
Financial Plan setting out its medium term financial position over the next three 
years. Under this Act, the Head of Finance has to formally provide to Members a 
professional opinion on the robustness of the estimates and adequacy of the 
council’s reserves, for consideration when discussing the budget.   
 
There is also a requirement that Members be involved in budget monitoring 
throughout the year. At Luton Borough Council, as well as the Executive, it is the 
practice that the Performance, Resources and Assets Scrutiny Committee also 
monitors performance against the budget, regularly through quarterly performance 
and financial reporting and when required, including through the call-in procedure. 

Purpose This protocol, based on new guidance from the Centre for Public Scrutiny 
published in July 2007, sets out the basis on which the challenges, choices and 
opportunities presented by the budget for the forthcoming financial year, and for 
the medium term as we move to three-year budget settlements, can be considered 
by scrutiny outside of the party political arena. 

Objectives There are four key objectives for scrutiny to add value to the council’s 
management of its finances:  
1. To challenge whether the budget processes are effective and accessible and 
whether there is integration between corporate and service planning and 
performance and financial management;  
2. To challenge how resources are allocated, monitor how they are used and 
examine their impact; 
3. To test out and make explicit whether the Council is directing its resources 
effectively to meet its priorities and achieving value for money; 
4. To provide an additional and transparent challenge to the Executive’s 
management of the Council’s finances. 

Principles Financial scrutiny should: 
• Be critical but constructive; 
• Be focussed on outcomes, impact and the bigger picture, and not over detailed 
or seeking to second guess the financial management that is the responsibility of 
the finance professionals;  
• Address strategic issues: 

 Considering the budget strategy within the Council wide context;  
 Assessing lessons and issues arising from previous years financial audits; 
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 Assessing whether the Council’s financial planning systems are effective in 
delivering on its priorities, how resource allocation, growth and savings are 
dealt with; 
 Considering criteria used and information taken into account in making 

financial and resource decisions.    
Protocol Features of this protocol are as follows: 

• It does not override the Council’s constitution; 
• It is guidance to elected Members as to what has been agreed between 
Executive and Scrutiny; 
• It allows time for the Executive to consider options and to prepare proposals 
free from scrutiny; 
• It allows time for scrutiny to examine the key strategic issues and the choices 
facing the Council; 
• It provides that party political debate and challenge are reserved for the 
Council Chamber; 
• Sets out the basis for scrutiny, which is to be evidence based and focussed on 
strategic issues. 

Confidentiality Subject to the rules about exempt information set out in schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972 (see standing order 50),  
• Consideration by scrutiny committees of options for service changes is to be ‘in 
private’; 
• Information about options for change is to be treated as confidential to the 
Council; 
• Information about the implications of options for change will be provided to 
scrutiny committees in confidence to the extent that it is available; 
• Scrutiny committees may decide to reserve their position if important 
information relevant to the consideration of the options cannot be provided at that 
stage; 
• Firm proposals for change will be scrutinised in public at the appropriate time; 
• Information released to Scrutiny about firm proposals will be treated as in the 
public domain. 

What is being 
scrutinised 

In line with the principles set out above, scrutiny should focus on: 
• The big issues – e.g. budget pressures, policy changes; 
• Consistency and compliance – with corporate and service plans and progress 
towards the Council’s visionary goals for 2011; 
• Value for money – for taxpayers, residents and service users;  
• Achievement of service standards; 
Responsiveness to the views and wishes of customers and the public. 

Who is being 
scrutinised 

• Questions of fact about the operational aspects of service delivery, the costs of 
services and the challenges facing services should be addressed to officers; 
• Questions about the effectiveness of present policies and practices and about 
proposals for changes to services should be addressed to Executive Members; 
• There will be some overlap and if an officer seeks or is asked to assist an 
Executive Member by providing supporting factual information this should be 
permitted. 

The Process • Members may have strong views based on party political principles about the 
allocation and deployment of resources and the extent and mode of delivery of 
services and questions arising from such should be allowed;  
• However, any Member of a committee scrutinising the budget may raise, as a 
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point of order, an assertion that the present speaker is abusing the process by 
making an overtly party political point; 
• The Chair of the committee, having taken advice from the Director of Scrutiny 
or his representative, will give a ruling on the question of the appropriateness of 
the point in the context of the item under discussion; 
• If the Chair rules in favour of the complainant the present speaker will not be 
allowed to continue. 

Timescale Stage 1 – September to early October 
This is an opportunity for each scrutiny committee to receive a briefing about the 
overall budget prospects and the challenges facing the council this year and next 
year. It is also an opportunity for Members to hear and ask about any prospective 
service changes. This stage precedes the preparation of draft budgets and must 
therefore be based on information relating to the current year. 

 
 

Stage 2  - Executive ‘Purdah’ 
During this period scrutiny committees will not ask for information about next 
year’s budget or seek to interview Executive Portfolio Holders about options or 
developing plans for next year’s budget. 

 Stage 3 – Scrutiny 
3.1 When the base budget and options for change have been produced, these will 
be made available in confidence to the Scrutiny committees. The options for 
change provided to the scrutiny committees at this stage, will have been 
developed by officers without any input from elected Members. This information 
will be available to all Members of the Council. If Members or groups of Members 
request assistance from officers to develop alternative options or packages of 
options, such information will not be available to the scrutiny committees. 
 
3.2 The agenda and reports to the budget meeting of the Executive disclose in the 
public domain all of the proposals in relation to the service budgets and the overall 
budget position for the forthcoming year. This information will be released to 
Scrutiny as early as possible in the new year as soon as it is ready. Special 
meetings of the scrutiny committees can be arranged to take place immediately 
following the release of this information so that the committees can scrutinise the 
proposals to be considered at the budget meetings of the Executive and Council 
so that the views of the scrutiny committees can be conveyed to the Executive 
and/or the Council. 

 Stage 4 – The overall picture 
The overall picture will be considered by Performance Resources and Assets 
Scrutiny Committee at a meeting to which all Members of the Council will be 
invited. 

 The Council Tax 
The Executive will make its proposal as to the level of the Council tax at their 
budget meeting. However, consideration of and debate about the tax level should 
take place at the budget meeting of the Council and not at a scrutiny committee. 

Timetable 
2008/09 

Stage 1 
• Performance, Resources and Assets - 11/09/08 
• Social Inclusion - 18/09/08 
• Regeneration and Citizenship - 02/10/08 
• Children and Young People - 09/10/08 
Environment and Non-executive Functions – 16/10/08 
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 Stage 2 
October to November 2008 – ‘Scrutiny Purdah’ 
 

 Stage 3 
All scrutiny committees meet simultaneously twice*: 
• Children and Young People   ) 
• Environment and Non-executive Functions ) Stage 3.1: 11/12/08  
• Performance, Resources and Assets  ) 
• Social Inclusion     ) Stage 3.2: 2/2/09 
• Regeneration and Citizenship   ) 
 
* Notes: The Stage 3.2 meeting on 2nd February 2009 may be dispensed with if it 
is agreed that it is not required, following the Stage 3.1 meeting.  

 Stage 4 
4th February 2009 – Members of all scrutiny committees and the Council invited to 
attend the Performance Resources and Assets Scrutiny final budget meeting. 

Information Stage 1 
The format and content of information provided for this stage is unspecified. It will 
be relevant information provided to committees by Directors and Heads of Service 
about any significant challenges that will need to be addressed, either to comply 
with the budget for the current year, or in framing the budget for next year and 
about any service changes that may be under consideration. 

 Stage 2 
Executive ‘Purdah’ - no information provided. 

 Stage 3 
3.1  Insofar as it is available at that time, information provided will be as follows: 
• Draft capital programme; 
• Draft Housing Revenue Account estimates; 
• Draft General Fund estimates – specification as for 2008-09 in terms of rows 
showing service and subjective analysis and columns showing past comparatives 
and the build up of the estimates; 
• Options for changes to the base budget prepared by officers without Member 
input – reported in private. 
 
3.2  Information provided will be as follows: 
All the information about service budgets, including the Executive’s proposals to 
amend the base budget 

 Stage 4 
Information provided will be as follows: 
• All the information about service budgets, including the Executive’s proposals 
to amend the base budget, plus the spend and resource equations for both capital 
and revenue budgets, highlighting where key strategic decisions are still required 
to be made; 
• Any proposals to address the issues identified; 
• The medium term financial strategy. 
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